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ABSTRACT: The detailed reaction mechanism and kinetics of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
have been thoroughly investigated. The CBS-QB3 method in conjunction with the ME/
vRRKM theory has been applied to figure out the potential energy surface and rate constants
for the C3H3 + CH2OO system. The C3H3 + CH2OO reaction leading to the CH2-[cyc-
CCHCHOO] + H product dominates compared to the others. Rate constants of the reaction
are dependent on temperatures (300−2000 K) and pressures (1−76,000 Torr), for which the
rate constant of the channel C3H3 + CH2OO → CH2-[cyc-CCHCHOO] + H decreases at
low pressures (1−76 Torr), but it increases with rising temperature if the pressure P ≥ 760
Torr. Rate constants of the three reaction channels C3H3 + CH2OO → CHCCH2CHO +
OH, C3H3 + CH2OO → OCHCHCHCHO + H, and C3H3 + CH2OO → CHCHCHO +
CH2O fluctuate with temperatures. The branching ratio of the C3H3 + CH2OO→ CH2-[cyc-
CCHCHOO] + H channel is the highest, accounting for 51−98.7% in the temperature range
of 300−2000 K and 760 Torr pressure, while those of the channels forming the products PR10 (OCHCHCHCHO + H) and PR11
(CHCHCHO + CH2O) are the lowest, less than 0.1%, indicating that the contribution of these two reaction paths to the title
reaction is insignificant. The proposed temperature- and pressure-dependent rate constants, together with the thermodynamic data
of the species involved, can be confidently used for modeling CH2OO-related systems under atmospheric and combustion
conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION
A Criegee intermediate (also called a Criegee zwitterion or
Criegee biradical) known as a carbonyl oxide with two charge
centers was produced by alkene ozonolysis. This process goes
through an ozonide intermediate before generating the Criegee
intermediate and a carbonyl species.1 Horie and Moortgat2

also indicated that, after forming from the reaction of ozone
with an alkene, the very energy-rich ozonide intermediate
transforms into two fragments (a stable carbonyl compound
and a vibrationally excited Criegee intermediate), in which the
second one can either undergo unimolecular decomposition or
can form a stabilized Criegee intermediate via collisional
relaxation. According to the study of Khan et al.,3 a stabilized
Criegee intermediate can also be generated in the troposphere
via radical−radical reactions such as CH3O2 + BrO, CH3O2 +
OH, and CH3O2 + Cl; however, these reactions can be ignored
due to their negligible contribution to the total stabilized
Criegee intermediate. Due to the high reactivity of the
stabilized Criegee intermediate, it can chemically interact
with various species such as SOx and NOx in the earth’s
atmosphere and is connected with the formation of aerosols,
which play a critical role in the global climate regulation.4,5 In
addition, the Criegee intermediate is a substance that also has
the ability in improving air quality by producing a strong
oxidizing agent, OH, in the troposphere. By using a global
atmospheric chemistry and transport model, Khan et al.3 have
indicated that the decomposition of the stabilized Criegee

intermediate in the terrestrial rainforest and boreal forest areas
can lead to a significant source of OH (up to 13%), especially
during nighttime and winter months. Therefore, it can be said
that the amount of OH radicals generated from Criegee
intermediate consumptions in these regions has an obvious
impact on the oxidizing capacity in the troposphere.
Experimentally, several early studies have been done, but the

uncertainties of their experimental results were often very large,
which was explained to be the short lifetime of the Criegee
intermediate and lack of direct precursors. On the other hand,
the measured experimental results are also far different from
those calculated by theory. Until 2012, those limitations were
first addressed by a ground-breaking research of Welz and co-
workers.4 Since then, there have been numerous studies on the
structures and reactivity of Criegee compounds with different
species,6−22 for which mechanisms and kinetics of several
reaction systems CH2OO + CH3CHO

20 and CH2OO +
(CH3)2O

21 have been carefully examined. The common
feature of these reactions was the addition of CH2OO to the
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C�O double bond of the carbonyl compounds in the first
stage to form ozonides, which were isomerized or dissociated
to give organic acids and other carbonyl compounds in the
second stage. At high pressure, the channel CH2OO +
CH3CHO → ozonide is favorable,20 whereas the reactions
forming CH3COOH prevail at low pressure.

21

Theoretically, it can be said that, among the reactions of the
Criegee intermediate, there are reactions that cannot be carried
out under experimental conditions due to various reasons.
However, those difficulties have been and are being solved with
the effective help of the modern quantum chemical methods.
Therefore, so far, a vast amount of data exists in the literature
on the mechanisms and rate constants of the reactions related
to the Criegee species.23−35 Among these theoretical studies,
the addition reaction of Criegee to the C�C pi bond is worth
noting, which has been indicated in the studies of Vereecken et
al.,23 Crehuet et al.,35 and Eskola et al.36

As mentioned above, the experimental studies have focused
on the reaction of Criegee with a carbonyl compound, which
were featured by the addition reaction of Criegee to the C�O
bond, while the theoretical investigations have examined the
addition reaction of Criegee to the C�C bond. We all know
that both the pi bonds, C�C and C�O, belong to the family
of unsaturated hydrocarbon substances, which have a critical
role in the atmospheric environment because they have high
reactivity and occupy a large percentage in the troposphere.
Among the unsaturated hydrocarbons, propargyl radical
(C3H3) emerged as a highly reactive precursor, which has
been proved by many previous studies.37−44 Therefore, a
detailed study of the mechanism and kinetics of the reaction
between Criegee and C3H3 is much essential. It will help us
better understand the reactivity of Criegee with the
unsaturated hydrocarbons containing double bonds such as
the C3H3 organic compound.
To our knowledge, up to this point there is no research on

the reaction between Criegee and the propargyl radical. That is
the reason why, in the present study, we have decided to
explore the reaction mechanism and kinetics of the C3H3 +
CH2OO system. It must also be added that, due to the time
limit, only the simplest Criegee intermediate CH2OO is
considered in this work, and larger Criegee intermediates such
as CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO will be considered in our next
study. The reaction mechanism in detail has been implemented
by the CBS-QB3 high-level quantum chemical method. The
calculated high accuracy relative energy values in conjunction
with state-of-the-art RRKM model and the master equation
(ME) were utilized to predict information about the
temperature- and pressure-dependent rate constants and
product branching ratios for the dominant reaction channels
on the C3H3 + CH2OO potential energy profile. The
temperature and pressure ranges, 300−2000 K and 1−76,000
Torr, respectively, were applied. This investigation is the
premise basis to supply new information for further studies of
the reactions of the Criegee intermediate with unsaturated
hydrocarbons in the gas phase.

2. CALCULATIONS
2.1. Quantum Chemical Calculations. The potential

energy surface (PES) of the C3H3 + CH2OO bimolecular
reaction has been established by quantum chemical calcu-
lations at the CBS-QB3 level of theory.45 The average, mean
absolute, and root mean square errors for the CBS-QB3
method were known to be 0.2, 0.87, and 1.08 kcal/mol,

respectively.45 There are several steps conducted in the CBS-
QB3 computations. First, the B3LYP/CBSB7 level was utilized
to optimize and calculate frequencies. Thereafter, the CCSD-
(T)/6-31+G(d′) and MP4SDQ/CBSB4 levels were used to
predict single-point energies. Lastly, pair natural orbital
energies at the MP2/CBSB3 level and an additive correction
to the CCSD(T) level were employed for extrapolation to the
infinite-basis-set limit to obtain the total energy. It should be
noted that the CBS-QB3 method has also been used widely for
open-shell singlet ground state species in recent years.46−52 In
addition, the wave functions used in this method were clarified
to have no multireference character, and the spin contam-
ination can be ignored.46 These feasible results motivate us to
use the CBS-QB3 method in this study. Harmonic vibrational
frequencies of all species (reactants, intermediates, transition
states, and products) located on the PES were employed to
characterize stationary points (a local minimum possessing all
real frequencies and a transition state holding an imaginary
frequency). Those frequencies were then used for rate constant
computations. The relationship between a transition state and
preferred points (reactants, intermediates, and/or products)
has also been thoroughly confirmed by using intrinsic reaction
coordinate predictions.53 The Gaussian 16 electronic structure
code54 was used to optimize and calculate single-point energies
for all species involved in this system.

2.2. Kinetic Calculations. The MESMER code55 with the
variational Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus (RRKM)56−58
was utilized to calculate the second-order P-dependent rate
constants and product branching ratios for the C3H3 + CH2O2
system. Multistep vibrational energy transfers for the excited
intermediate (C4H5O2)* occurring in the system were
thoroughly examined by solving the master equation
(ME).59−61 The tunneling effect62 in conjunction with a
one-dimensional asymmetrical Eckart potential was also used
to calculate rate constants for the reaction paths related to H-
shift processes. The Beyer−Swinehart algorithm63,64 was
employed to compute the sum of states and density of states
with the use of energy barriers, moments of inertia, and
vibrational frequencies of species involved as the input
parameters. The intermediates containing single bonds such
as C−C and C−O with the low-frequency vibrational modes
were treated by hindered internal rotors (HIRs). In this
treatment, the V(θ) hindrance potentials were predicted at the
CBS-QB3 level via the relaxed scans with the interval size of
10° for dihedral angles related to the rotations. The
temperature-dependent exponential-down model, ⟨ΔEdown⟩ =
250 × (T/298)0.8 cm−1, was used to compute the energy-
transfer scheme utilizing the Ar bath gas.65 The L−J
parameters of Ar were quoted from ref 66 with ε/kB =
113.50 K and σ = 3.465 Å, while the values ε/kB = 412.3 K and
σ = 5.349 Å were applied for the C4H5O2 intermediates.67 The
second-order rate constants for the prior reaction paths of the
studied system were computed under the conditions of 300−
2000 K and 1−760,000 Torr with the use of the calculated
CBS-QB3 energy values.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Potential Energy Surface and Reaction Mecha-

nism. All geometric structures involved in the C3H3 + CH2O2
system including reactants, intermediate states, transition
states, and products optimized at the B3LYP/CBSB7 level of
theory are exhibited in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information (SI) file. Frequencies, moments of inertia, and
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rotational constants of all species calculated at the same level
are shown in Table S1, while Cartesian coordinates are listed in
Table S2 of the SI file. The detailed PES containing all reaction
paths is illustrated in Figure S2, whereas the simplified PES
holding favorable channels is indicated in Figure 1.
As can be seen from Figures 1 and S2, the reaction between

propargyl radical and Criegee can lead to different products
either by direct H-abstraction or through addition inter-
mediates, in which only one product (PR1) has been created
by the H-abstraction case (see Figure S2), while remaining
products (PR2−PR11) have been generated by the addition
channels. In the direct H atom abstraction mechanism, the
CH2OO Criegee abstracts a hydrogen atom from the CH2
group of the propargyl radical, forming propynylidene
(HCCCH) and the CH3OO radical. The structure of the
TS1 transition state shown in Figure S1 reveals that the H
atom is moving away from the CH2 group and coming close to
the C atom of the CH2OO radical at the distances of 1.482 and
1.231 Å, respectively. However, this process needs to consume
quite much energy to overcome the 36.7 kcal/mol activation
barrier, cf. Figure S2, and the PR1 product formed in this case
is not thermodynamically stable with ∼23 kcal/mol higher
than the entrance points. In contrast, in the addition
mechanism, the first two intermediates, namely, IS1-
(HCCCH2CH2OO) and IS2(CH2CCHCH2OO), can be
formed as the CH2OO Criegee attacks two ends of the

C3H3 radical. Both processes are exothermic with a similar
energy level of ∼51.5 kcal/mol at the CBS-QB3 level,
indicating that the addition capability of CH2OO on the two
sides of C3H3 is the same. Nevertheless, these two channels can
be considered as barrierless processes because two transition
states TS01 and TS02 connecting the reactants with IS1 and
IS2 locate under the starting point about 2.7 and 2.8 kcal/mol,
respectively.
From IS1 and IS2, many isomers and/or products can be

created by H-shift and/or H-, O-, OH-, and O2-abstraction.
Among those isomers, the CHCCHCH2OOH intermediate
denoted as IS3 may be obtained directly from both IS1 and IS2
by H-shift processes via TS2 and TS4, respectively. The TS2
transition state shows the displacement of a hydrogen atom
from the CH2 group to the terminal O atom with the
respective C−H and H−O bond distances of 1.351 and 1.255
Å, while the TS4 saddle point presents the same transfer of an
H atom with the C−H and H−O bond lengths of 1.332 and
1.283 Å, respectively. Because the H atom in IS2 must travel a
longer distance than the H-shift distance in IS1, which are
3.596 and 2.599 Å, respectively, the relative energy of TS4
(−17.8 kcal/mol) is therefore much higher than the TS2
(−23.6 kcal/mol) relative energy, suggesting that the IS1 →
IS3 channel via TS2 takes place more easily than the IS2 →
IS3 one via TS4. Compared to the IS1 and IS2 adducts, the
IS3 isomer is energetically less stable, being about 2 kcal/mol

Figure 1. Simplified potential energy surface for the C3H3 + CH2O2 reaction leading to various products. Energies (in units of kcal/mol) calculated
at the CBS-QB3 level.
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higher, cf. Figure 1. From the IS3 (CHCCHCH2OOH)
intermediate, the PR5 (CHCCH2CHO + OH) product has
been found at the position of 76.9 kcal/mol below the
reactants. It can be seen in Figure S1 that the geometric
structure of TS6, a transition state of the IS3 → PR5 channel,
includes two processes of H-shift (from the CH2 group to the
adjacent CH group) and OH-abstraction, which makes the
TS6 energy barrier larger than that of a process containing only
one H-shift or one OH-abstraction. However, the TS6 relative
energy still locates 12.5 kcal/mol below the entrance point;
thus, the reaction channel going from C3H3 + CH2OO to
CHCCH2CHO + OH is considered to be energetically
favorable and used for kinetic calculations.
Next, it is interesting to see that the oxygen molecule can

appear in both the PR2 (CH2CH2CCH + O2) and PR3
(CH2CCHCH2 + O2) products, in which O2 of PR2 was
directly abstracted from IS1 by a barrierless process IS1 →
PR2, while O2 of PR3 was created from IS2 by an elementary
channel IS2 → PR3 proceeding via a TS22 tight transition
state. In the TS22 geometry (see Figure S1), the bond length
of C−O was stretching at a 2.207 Å distance, 0.759 Å longer
compared to itself in the IS2 geometry; at the same time, the
CCOO dihedral angle increased almost twice (θ = 162 vs 81°)
as IS2 transformed into the structure of TS22, which facilitated
for breaking of the C−O bond. Although PR2 and PR3 are the
two isomer products, PR2 is thermodynamically less stable
than PR3 (−16.7 kcal/mol compared to −33.0 kcal/mol).
However, the competitiveness of these two products may be
the same because the IS1 → PR2 process is barrier-free, while
the IS2 → PR3 process must overcome a rather high energy
barrier, being about 20 kcal/mol. Furthermore, an oxygen
molecule can also be formed in the PR9 (CH2CHCHCH +
O2) product; still, the reaction path leading to this product
from IS2 must surpass through two very high transition states,
namely, TS7 and TS17, located at the respective energy levels
of ∼11 and ∼13 kcal/mol on the full PES as displayed in
Figure S2 of the SI file. Hence, the channel starting from IS2
via the two saddle points TS2 and TS17 as well as via two
intermediates IS6 (CH2CHCCH2OO, 3.2 kcal/mol) and IS12
(CH2CHCHCHOO, −64.5 kcal/mol) to the PR9 product has
not been used for kinetic estimations.
Similar to the O2-loss, the H-loss processes can be found in

the channels forming three products PR6 (CHCCHCHOOH
+ H), PR7 (CH2-[cyc-CCHCHOO] + H), and PR10
(OCHCHCHCHO + H) as shown in Figures 1 and S2. It is
easy to see that reaction paths running from the reactants to
the products PR6, PR7, and PR10 proceed exothermicity by
8.2, 38.9, and 94.9 kcal/mol, respectively. Among these
products, the former can be produced from IS1, while the
two latter can be generated from both IS1 and IS2. In order to
form PR6, the IS1 intermediate needs to pass through two
energy barriers TS5 and TS9 with the heights of around 41.5
and 35.5 kcal/mol, respectively. The TS5 is a transition state
connecting between two isomers IS1 and IS5, which is showing
an H-shift from the CH2O group to the outermost O atom
with the C−H and H−O distances of 1.333 and 1.275 Å,
respectively; simultaneously, the ∠COO bond angle was bent
to 89.2° from 111.4° to facilitate for transferring of the H
atom. In contrast to the TS5, the transition state TS9 presents
a n H - l o s s f r om th e CH2 g r oup o f t h e I S5
(CHCCH2CHOOH) structure lying roughly 40 kcal/mol
under the starting points, with the breaking C−H bond length
of 2.031 Å. Though the reaction channel giving rise to the PR6

product is exothermic by 8.2 kcal/mol, it has still not been
considered for kinetic calculations because the energy required
for the TS5 and TS9 transition states was very high compared
to that of the most energetically favorable reaction channel,
which will be considered hereinafter. Therefore, this channel
has been eliminated from the simplified PES as depicted in
Figure 1. The PR7 product can be made directly from a five-
membered ring structure denoted as IS9 via an H-loss
transition state TS12 located a 37 kcal/mol energy level
below the entrance points, in which the IS9 intermediate can
be generated directly and/or indirectly from IS2 and/or IS1,
respectively. If going from IS2, the channel goes through only
one ring transition state, namely, TS11, but if going from IS1,
it must proceed via two transition states being a closed-ring TS
(TS20) and an H-shift TS (TS21). In terms of energy, the IS2
→ IS9 branch is much favorable than the IS1 → IS9 branch
because the relative energy of TS11 is much lower than that of
TS21, being −38.65 and −0.4 kcal/mol, respectively. As can be
seen in Figure 1, the energy level of IS9 is fairly lower than that
of IS1 and/or IS2 (E = −77 vs −51.5 kcal/mol), indicating
that the structure of IS9 is more stable than the IS1 and IS2
structures. This explains that IS9 is the ring structure, while IS1
and IS2 are the open ones (cf. Figure S1). It is worth noting
that both the transition states TS11 and TS12 are the lowest-
lying TSs compared to all other TSs on the full PES; the
reaction channel proceeding via two intermediates (IS2 and
IS9) and three TSs (TS02, TS11, and TS12) giving rise to PR7
(−38.9 kcal/mol) is, therefore, the most energetically and
kinetically favorable channel on the whole PES. Similar to the
PR7 product, the most stable product, namely, PR10
(OCHCHCHCHO + H), can also be established from two
different channels as abovementioned. As shown in Figure 1,
the first channel goes through (IS1, IS10, and IS11) and
(TS14, TS16, and TS18), while the second one proceeds via
(IS2, IS7, and IS11) and (TS8, TS13, and TS18). It is possible
to see that both these channels are energetically equivalent
because the energies of (IS1, IS10, TS14, and TS16) on the
first channel are similar to those of (IS2, IS7, TS8, and TS13)
on the second one, being (−51.5, −50.4, −32.8, and −9.2
kcal/mol) and (−51.2, −51.4, −34.3, and −10.85 kcal/mol),
respectively, calculated at the CBS-QB3 level. In addition,
before moving to the stabilized PR10 product, both these
channels converge to the lowest point on the PES located at
the IS11 (OCH2CHCHCHO) with a relative energy of
−111.3 kcal/mol; thus, it can be said that these two reaction
channels compete with each other in the formation of the
PR10 product. Moreover, the IS11 → PR10 last step of both
channels is predicted to occur easily because the energy
released in the previous stages can help them quickly overcome
an energy barrier of ∼20 kcal/mol at the TS18 transition state.
The TS18 geometry (Figure S1) shows that one hydrogen
atom of the CH2 group is abstracting at a long distance of
1.879 Å, which is characterized by only one negative frequency
of −754 cm−1, suggesting that this is a correct H-loss process.
The PR10 product created consisting of a two-functional
aldehyde whose chemical formula is OCH−CHCH−CHO
and a H atom has been found to be the most thermodynami-
cally stable product compared to all others of the title reaction.
In addition to the product PR10, the two abovementioned
reaction channels have also produced the PR11 product. As
can be seen in Figure 1, from the position of IS11
(OCH2CHCHCHO), instead of producing PR10, the reaction
can generate PR11 (CHCHCHO + CH2O) through the
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transition state TS19. The TS19 structure shows that the
CH2O moiety is eliminating from the CHCHCHO moiety at a
loose connection of 2.219 Å characterized by an imaginary
frequency of −299.4893 cm−1, indicating that this process
occurs by CH2O-loss. Undoubtedly, the H-loss mechanism is
similar to the CH2O-loss mechanism, and the energy of the
transition state TS18 (−90.8 kcal/mol) is therefore not
significantly different from that of the TS19 (88 kcal/mol)
transition state. Furthermore, the energy of the product PR10
(−94.9 kcal/mol) is only slightly lower than that of the PR11
(−88.5 kcal/mol) product. This proves that these two
products have the same contribution to the general product
formation of the C3H3 + CH2OO system.
Another point to be considered here is that the O-

abst rac t ion process f rom the st ructure of IS4
(CH2CCH2CHOO, −15.9 kcal/mol), which was isomerized
directly from IS2 via the TS3 transition state can bring out the
CH2CCH2CHO product belonging to PR4 (−10.2 kcal/mol).
The structure of TS3 shown in Figure S1 reveals that the H
atom is going far away from the CH2OO group and is coming
closer to the neighbor CH group with the corresponding loose
bond distances of 1.445 and 1.285 Å, whereas the ∠CCOO
torsional angle decreases nearly 81° to facilitate the movement
of the CH2OO hydrogen atom. Because the relative energy of
TS3 is nearly 10 kcal/mol higher than that of the initial
reactants (cf. Figure S2), the IS2 → PR4 channel is not
advantageous in energy and can be ignored in kinetic
predictions.
Last but not least, from the IS1 intermediate state, the

bimolecular product PR8 (HCCH + CH2CHOO) can be
made indirectly via an H-shift transition state TS10 and a
C2H2-loss transition state TS15 with a dissociation barrier
heights of nearly 72 and 14 kcal/mol, respectively. The
structure of TS10 reveals that the H atom is 1.6 Å moving far
away from the CH2 group and is 1.332 Å coming close to the
C atom, whereas in the TS15 structure, the C−C bond length
increases to 1.932 Å from 1.458 Å to facilitate the abstraction
of two moieties HCCH and CH2CHOO. The calculated
results point out that each TS (TS10 and TS15) contains only
one imaginary frequency, being −1914 and −722 cm−1,
respectively, and the predicted IRCs for those TSs also
confirmed that the TS10 connects with both IS1
(CHCCH2CH2OO , −51 . 5 k c a l /mo l ) and I S8
(CHCHCH2CHOO, −17.3 kcal/mol), while the TS15
connects with both IS8 and the PR8 product. Even though
the C3H3 + CH2OO → PR8 reaction path is much exothermic
by approximately 28 kcal/mol, this channel is considered to be
unfavorable in energy because it must surpass the very high
transition state TS10 located at about 20 kcal/mol above the
reactants. Therefore, it can be ignored in the kinetic
calculations presented hereinafter.

3.2. Thermochemical Properties. To increase the
reliability of the calculations in this study, thermodynamic
properties (ΔH298K) for all species involved in the C3H3 +
CH2OO system have been investigated as shown in Table 1, in
which the values of several limited species (e.g., C3H3,
CH2OO, HCCH, CH2O, C2H2, and OH) have been
benchmarked against the available literature data. It can be
observed from Table 1 that the computed values for some
above-listed species are in good agreement with the available
literature data. The maximum deviation between our values
and the ATcT data was recorded to be less than 1.0 kcal/mol,

indicating that the methods utilized in the present study are
extremely reasonable for the title reaction.

4. CHEMICAL KINETIC CALCULATIONS
All of the reaction channels displayed on the simplified PES
(see Figure 1) were used to calculate rate constants for the
C3H3 + CH2OO system. For convenience, each channel is
denoted as follows:

C H CH OO IS1 PR2 (CH CH CCH O )3 3 2 2 2 2+ +
(k1)

C H CH OO IS2 PR3 (CH CCHCH O )3 3 2 2 2 2+ +
(k2)

C H CH OO IS1 IS3 PR5

(CHCCH CHO OH)
3 3 2

2

+

+ (k3)

C H CH OO IS2 IS9 PR7

(CH cyc CCHCHOO H)
3 3 2

2

+

[ ] + (k4)

Table 1. Standard Enthalpies of Formation (at 298 K, in
kcal/mol) of All Species Related to the C3H3 + CH2OO
Systema in Comparison with Literature Datab

species ΔH298K species ΔH298K
C3H3 (propargyl
radical)

83.56 TS12 −38.00
84.02 ± 0.39b

CH2OO (Criegee
biradical)

25.32 TS13 −9.81
25.48 ± 0.29b

IS1 −46.98 TS14 −29.37
IS2 −47.18 TS15 −2.19
IS3 −45.88 TS16 −7.65
IS4 −12.95 TS17 13.47
IS5 −36.63 TS18 −91.52
IS6 5.90 TS19 −86.45
IS7 −46.45 TS20 −31.17
IS8 −14.05 TS21 0.06
IS9 −73.33 TS22 −29.43
IS10 −45.35 PR1 21.35
IS11 −107.65 PR2 −15.65
IS12 −60.13 PR3 −32.04
IS13 −46.34 PR4 −10.02
TS01 −1.97 PR5 −75.64
TS02 −2.21 PR6 −9.55
TS1 34.64 PR7 −39.69
TS2 −23.03 PR8 −26.92
TS3 9.74 PR9 −17.27
TS4 −17.71 PR10 −95.32
TS5 −9.62 PR11 −87.58
TS6 −12.88 CH3OO 2.43

2.89 ± 0.24b

TS7 11.69 HCCCH 130.22
130.52 ± 0.16b

TS8 −31.11 C2H2 54.91
54.57 ± 0.03b

TS9 −7.04 CH2O −25.63
−26.10 ± 0.01b

TS10 19.68 OH 8.15
TS11 −36.09 8.96 ± 0.01b

aThis work calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. bValues
collected from Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT).68,69
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C H CH OO IS11

PR10 (OCHCHCHCHO H)
3 3 2+

+
(k5)

C H CH OO IS11

PR11 (CHCHCHO CH O)
3 3 2

2

+

+
(k6)

The RRKM theory was used to predict bimolecular rate
constants of the six channels (k1−k6) above with a variational
treatment of the entrance channels. All of the variational
RRKM rate constant calculations were conducted by the
MESMER program. The calculated results (k1−k6) in the
300−2000 K temperature range at various pressures ranging
from 1 to 76,000 Torr (corresponding to ∼0.001−100 atm)
are shown in Tables S3−S8 of the SI file, while the plots of the
temperature- and pressure-dependent rate constants and the
branching ratios for the channels indicated are graphically
shown in Figures 2−8. It should be noted that the kinetic

Figure 2. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 1 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−2000
K.

Figure 3. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 7.6 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−2000
K.

Figure 4. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 76 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−2000
K.

Figure 5. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 760 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−
2000 K.

Figure 6. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 7600 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−
2000 K.
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calculation in this work aims to help to understand the
chemical process for the troposphere (0.001−1 atm). In
addition, the calculated results should also be used as a
database for further related studies; therefore, the considered
temperature and pressure ranges are relatively wide (up to
2000 K and 76,000 Torr, respectively) as shown above.
Overall, as can be seen from Figures 2−7, the bimolecular

rate constants (k1−k6) of the C3H3 + CH2OO system are
pressure- and temperature-dependent. For the first two
channels C3H3 + CH2OO → PR2 and C3H3 + CH2OO →
PR3, their rate constants mostly decrease with rising
temperatures in the range of 300−2000 K. The fourth channel
C3H3 + CH2OO → PR7 has the same trend as the first two
channels in the low-pressure range of 1−76 Torr; however, its
rate constant will increase with rising temperature if the
pressure reaches or exceeds 760 Torr. In contrast to the first
two reaction paths, the rate constants of the remaining three
reaction channels (k3, k5, and k6) are proportional to the
temperatures.
Particularly, in the low-pressure region P = 1−760 Torr, the

second-order rate constants of the first channel decrease from
1.66 × 10−12 to 1.33 × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, while those

of the second channel reduce in the range of 5.72 × 10−12−
7.46 × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 as the temperature goes up
covering the considered T-range. At P = 7600 Torr, the value
of the first channel increases slightly from 5.77 × 10−13 to 6.00
× 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 in the range T = 300−400 K
before slowly going down to 1.27 × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1
at T = 2000 K, while the value of the second path increases in
the range of 1.06 × 10−12−1.69 × 10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 (T
= 300−600 K) before reducing to 7.34 × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1

s−1 at T = 2000 K. At P = 76,000 Torr, the k1 value increases
from 6.15 × 10−14 to 2.80 × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 in the
temperature range of 300−700 K before going down to 1.35 ×
10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 at 2000 K, whereas the k2 value
moderately rises from 9.80 × 10−14−9.12 × 10−13 cm3
molecule−1 s−1 in the whole considered temperature range.
From the calculated data above, it is easy to observe that the
rate constants of the k2 channel are always larger than those of
the k1 channel with the branching ratios decreasing in the
ranges of 37−1% and 12−0.2%, respectively, at P = 760 Torr
and T = 300−2000 K.
As mentioned above, the k4 channel forming the PR7 (CH2-

[cyc-CCHCHOO] + H) product is considered to be the most
favorable reaction path on the PES. The calculated result also
indicates that the rate constants of this channel are always
larger than those of the others (see Figures 2−7); e.g., at P =
760 Torr, its rate constant lies in the range of 6.44 × 10−12−
6.75 × 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 with the branching ratio
increasing from 51 to 98.7% corresponding to T = 300−2000
K (see Figure 8). Therefore, the predicted rate constants for
the k4 reaction pathway has correctly reflected the reaction
mechanism as shown in the PES. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that the k4 value reduces with rising pressure in the 1−
76 Torr range as can be seen in Tables S3−S5 of the SI file. At
higher pressures (P ≥ 760 Torr), this value only reduces with
an increase in pressure if the temperature is less than 500 K,
but it increases as the pressure goes up if the temperature is
larger than 500 K. Thus, it can be said that the reaction path
leading to the PR7 product depends strongly on both
temperature and pressure.
Last but not least, from Figures 2−7, it is easy to see that the

rate constants of the two last reaction channels, namely, k5 and
k6, always compete with each other at any temperature and
pressure, in which the values of the k5 channel are slightly
larger than those of the k6 channel. This is completely
consistent with the results of the energy calculation for the two
reaction channels (k5 and k6) as analyzed above. For example,
at 760 Torr, the k5 value varies from 1.54 × 10−20 to 5.00 ×
10−19 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, while the k6 value ranges from 1.20
× 10−20 to 3.63 × 10−19 cm3 molecule−1 s−1; the maximum
deviation between them is only 1.38 times. It is worth noting
that both the k5 and k6 values decrease with rising pressure in
the 1−76,000 Torr range. In particular, at low temperatures
these two values are strongly dependent on pressure; e.g., at
300 K, the 76 Torr values of the k5 and k6 were calculated as
3.81 × 10−20 and 5.64 × 10−20 cm3 molecule−1 s−1,
respectively, while the 7600 Torr values of them in order
were 7.14 × 10−22 and 4.64 × 10−22 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. At
very high temperatures, however, the effect of pressures on rate
constants is really minor. Compared to the other rate
constants, obviously, the k5 and k6 values are considered to
occupy the lowest positions at any temperature and pressure.
The total branching ratio for these two channels, at 760 Torr,
was recorded to be less than 0.1%, indicating that the

Figure 7. Plot of rate constants of the C3H3 + CH2OO system
calculated at P = 76,000 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−
2000 K.

Figure 8. Branching ratios of the C3H3 + CH2OO system calculated
at P = 760 Torr (Ar) in the temperature range of 300−2000 K.
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contribution of these two reaction pathways to the overall
product formation of the title reaction is negligible.
For the convenience of tracking and using the calculated

results, in the present study, the modified Arrhenius equation
has been utilized to express for the individual and total rate
constants (in units of cm3 molecule−1 s−1) of the bimolecular
reaction, C3H3 + CH2OO, in the temperature range of 300−
2000 K at 760 Torr (Ar):

k T T( ) 5.62 10 exp ( 0.234 kcal mol )/RT1
10 1.1 1= × [ · ]

k T T( ) 1.41 10 exp ( 0.03 kcal mol )/RT2
9 0.99 1= × [ · ]

k T T( ) 2.0 10 exp ( 2.356 kcal mol )/RT3
15 0.37 1= × [ · ]

k T T( ) 1.54 10 exp ( 2.489 kcal mol )/RT4
8 0.63 1= × [ · ]

k T T( ) 3.6 10 exp ( 1.126 kcal mol )/RT5
22 0.989 1= × [ · ]

k T T( ) 3.93 10 exp ( 1.146 kcal mol )

/RT
6

22 0.936 1= × [ ·

]

k T T( ) 6.13 10 exp ( 1.564 kcal mol )

/RT

total
10 0.23 1= × [ ·

]
_

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, the CBS-QB3 level of theory was used to
investigate the mechanism of the C3H3 + CH2OO reaction,
while the rigorous ME/vRRKM theory was utilized to calculate
rate constants for the preferred channels on the PES of the
reaction. The obtained PES has revealed that the C3H3 +
CH2OO system can proceed via the abstraction mechanism to
create the PR1 (HCCCH + CH3OO) product and/or via the
addition mechanism to possibly form the bimolecular
products, namely, PR2−PR11, in which the PR7 (CH2-[cyc-
CCHCHOO] + H) product has been found to be the most
favorable product of the title reaction. All of the reaction
channels and the bimolecular products have been found in this
study for the first time.
Based on the received data, it can be concluded that the rate

constants for the key channels of the title reaction depend
vigorously on both temperature and pressure, in which the
values of the two channels, C3H3 + CH2OO → CH2CH2CCH
+ O2 and C3H3 + CH2OO → CH2CCHCH2 + O2, decrease
gradually when the temperature increases in the 300−2000 K
range. At low pressures in the region of 1−76 Torr, the rate
constant of the channel C3H3 + CH2OO → CH2-[cyc-
CCHCHOO] + H also decreases as the first two channels, but
its value will increase with rising temperature if the pressure is
greater than or equal to 760 Torr. Rate constants of the three
reaction pathways leading to the bimolecular products
CHCCH2CHO + OH, OCHCHCHCHO + H, and
CHCHCHO + CH2O have been found to be proportional
to the temperatures.
The calculated data also confirmed that the rate constants of

the k4 channel giving rise to the PR7 (CH2-[cyc-CCHCHOO]
+ H) product are the highest values compared to the others. At
P = 760 Torr, the values of this channel increase from 6.44 ×
10−12 to 6.75 × 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 corresponding to the
branching ratio of 51−98.7% in the temperature range of 300−
2000 K. The rate constants of the channels forming the
products PR10 (OCHCHCHCHO + H) and PR11

(CHCHCHO + CH2O) are found to be the lowest values at
any temperature and pressure. The total branching ratio for
these two channels, at 760 Torr, does not exceed 0.1%,
showing that the contribution of these two reaction paths to
the title reaction is insignificant.
It is recommended that the given detailed kinetic

mechanism along with the computed rate constants and
thermodynamic properties of the title reaction help to
understand the chemical process for the troposphere in the
pressure range of 1−760 Torr and also should be used for
modeling/simulation of both atmospheric and combustion
applications at high temperature and pressure.
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